In this paper, we introduce the concept of 1 , , ; ,  k p N k   summability of improper integrals and by this definition we prove a theorem that generalizes theorems of Orhan, Ozgen and Acharya.
.We define
We say that the improper integral 
We note that if we take   ,
for all values of x , then we have the following identity ( see [2] )
In view of the identity (1.4), the function
Condition (1.1) can also be written as
is convergent. It may be noted that for infinite series, an analogous definition was introduced by Orhan [4] . The improper integral
II. KNOWN RESULTS
Dealing with k n p R, and k n q R, summability methods, Orhan [4] proved the following theorem:
Subsequently, dealing with summability of improper integrals, Ozgen has established the following theorem:
Extending the result of Ozgen, Acharya [1] has established the following result. 
However, extending the above result , in the present paper we establish the following theorem : 
III. MAIN RESULT
  x a)       x Q O x xq  , b)       x xp O x P  , c)       x xq O x Q  , d)                             t Q t O dx x Q x q x k k k m t k k k 1 1 2 1 1     and e)       1 0 1 O dt t t m k p k k k         . If  dt t f   0 is summable k p N   , ; , , then it is also summable k q N   , , , ,   1  k .
IV. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

Let
  
By definition, we obtain
Integrating by parts of the first statement, we have
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that
Using conditions (7.3.1.1) and (7.3.1.2), we have 
